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Introduction  
 
In the domain of keeping the public informed during an emergency a great deal of 
experience has been gained in the USA and OECD countries, in particular in the UK 
and France. For instance, in the USA the emergency public information (EPI) 
program is an integral part of the emergency management system [1]. It is based on a 
day-to-day public information operation that can be expanded for an emergency 
response. This capability to expand is developed in cooperation with onsite and offsite 
organizations through the detailed planning and coordination of plans, procedures, 
education, and training.  The Department of Energy (US DOE) has developed an EPI 
program that includes adequate plans for all emergencies at DOE, National Nuclear 
Security Administration (NNSA), or contractor facilities, as well as potential offsite 
emergencies that may involve DOE or NNSA resources or personnel. Each 
operations/field office and site/facility prepares an Emergency Public Information 
Plan. The plans provide training and exercises for Joint Information Center (JIC) 
personnel responsible for keeping the media and public informed during an 
emergency. Development of such a system was a result of 20-year efforts of DOE and 
NNSA.  

In the Russian Federation, first testing of public information component of emergency 
management system of the Concern “Rosenergoatom”  (REA) was done in the course 
of the emergency exercise at the Smolensk NPP in September 2003. With that end in 
view media and public inquiries about a hypothetical accident at the Smolensk NPP 
were simulated by the personnel of IBRAE, and a few members of staff of PR-offices 
of the Concern REA and Smolensk NPP were engaged in responding to those 
inquiries. As it should be in emergency exercise the testing has revealed certain 
deficiencies and weaknesses. Interactions with the public were not quite adequate and 
improvements were reported by IBRAE experts to Headquarters of Concern REA [2].  

Experience gained at the Smolensk exercise is presented in this document along with 
the regular practice of DOE/NNSA sites/facilities in order to help in developing future 
EPI-exercises at nuclear facilities in Russia. Exercise developers will find here sample 
collection of exercise-tailored media and public injects, and recommendations on use 
with examples from the Smolensk exercise, evaluation guidance and controller 
instructions. 

The manual was developed by Dr. Elena Melikhova (IBRAE) and Mr. John B. 
Mitchell (US DOE) to be a part of the IBRAE’s education/training program on 
emergency preparedness and response. The program is developed by IBRAE 
specialists under supervision of Dr. Igor Linge, deputy director of IBRAE, within the 
framework of Project Agreement between the Department of Energy (DOE) of the 
United States of America, and the Nuclear Safety Institute (IBRAE) of the Russian 
Federation for Coordination of Emergency Preparedness/Response Activities. 
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Integrating EPI-component in emergency exercise  
 

Like all other critical tasks of emergency response, the emergency public information 
(EPI) part needs training, drills and exercises. Development of EPI Program by the 
Russian nuclear authorities and corresponding EPI plans at nuclear sites/facilities 
won’t be a rapid process for it requires additional resources both for preparing 
corresponding plans, procedures, facilities, equipment and training, and for 
conducting EPI-exercises. Until then simulation of public information activities in the 
course of regular emergency exercises organized by Concern REA should be 
conducted in a sequence starting with the smallest organizational elements. 

Progressive advance of EPI-component assumes finding the right place in existing 
scheme of emergency exercise development. For example, in the DOE/NNSA 
emergency exercise practice the public information activities are built into the main 
exercise scenario package as exercise-tailored Messages/Injects. The EPI organization 
always have a representative on the scenario development team for an exercise 
involving EPI to ensure the objectives of the EPI organization are incorporated and 
lessons learned are fed back into the JIC operation and EPI Program. 

The approach developed by DOE/NNSA is described below.   
 

Basics of exercise development 

Such approach assumes that all five essential elements of overall exercise planning 
process relate to the public information part too: design, evaluation, scenario, control 
and administration/logistics.  

 

Design
Component

Evaluation
Component

Scenario
Component

Control
Component

Administration
and logistics
Component

Exercise Planning Process
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Design Component  
The Design Component includes statements related to the public information portion 
of the exercise wherein appropriate:  

1) Purpose and scope  
a. intent of the exercise and any regulatory requirements the exercise 

meets  
b. level of participation of each organization  

2) Objectives  
a. anticipated performance actions that are used to develop the 

scenario, 
b. criteria used to develop the exercise evaluation tools, 
c. Each organization participating in the exercise (they are listed in 

the scope) should develop its own objectives.   

3) Design and development guidelines  
a. Limitations on dates and times for the exercise 
b. Limitations and responsibilities for funding participation 
c. Guidance on approved simulations 

4) Special plans like  

a. The Security Plan documents all security aspects of the exercise.  
These aspects may include security cordon of the field play areas, 
safeguards of classified matter, and access/egress control issues. 

b. The Safety Plan documents all the environment, safety and health 
issues for the exercise.  This plan may include heat/cold stress 
issues, restricted contaminated area near field play, use of 
simulators, and other personal action hazards (jumping, running, 
etc.) 

c. The Media Plan documents the NON-exercise participation by the 
media.  This includes media coverage of non-restricted exercise 
actions. 

 

Evaluation Component   
 
Evaluation Component also includes statements related to the public information 
portion of exercise wherein appropriate. 

(1) The Evaluator Module is used to document the assessment and validation of 
the exercise. It includes the performance rating system. Each exercise 
objective is evaluated to determine the actions that have to be accomplished by 
the responders in order to successfully demonstrate the objective. All 
participating organizations and agencies must approve the terminology and 
rating for exercise objectives in advance 
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R.1 Given notification of the
with EOC Procedures. 

Reference: The State of Tenn
States Department of Energy 

Evaluation Criteria 

H.1. Staffing and Activation o

H.1.1. The emergency faciliti
by name, title, or position) in 

H.1.2. The ERO is functional
approved emergency plan. Ke
of an emergency. 

H.1.3. Procedures and/or chec

activities of key members of t

H.1.4. Emergency response st

H.1.5. Provisions are made fo
operations). 

H.1.6. Emergency facility and

H.1.7. Minimum required staf
assumes responsibilities for e
being declared activated. 

H.1.8. A method (e.g., status 
pre-established and followed.

[Source: Oak Ridge K-25 Si

1. Did the 24-hour no
event and activate the
Time call-up began: _
2. Was the EOC avail
3. Did the EOC have 
 support the Cadre's a
4. Did the EOC Cadre
5. Were responding E
by name?   
6. Did the EOC Cadre
checklists during activ
7. Did EOC Cadre me
emergency response f
operational?   
8. Were the EOC Cad
their activation functi
 

 

EVALUATION MODULE (SAMPLE) 

Exercise Evaluation Criteria 

 operational emergency, activate and staff the City EOC in accordance 

essee Multi-Jurisdictional Emergency Response Plan with the United 
Oak Ridge K-25 Site and Procedure ____. 

f Emergency Facilities and Teams Criteria 

es and teams are staffed with emergency response personnel (designated 
accordance with the approved emergency plan. 

ly staffed to address the occurrence in a timely manner, as outlined in the 
y emergency facilities, should be staffed within an hour after declaration 

klists which describe the major activation and response 

he ERO are used. 

aff demonstrate knowledge of the tasks they are expected to perform. 

r extended operations (i.e., shift arrangements to cover 24-hour 

 team activation meet requirements of the approved emergency plan(s). 

fing (as documented in approved plans and procedures) is available and 
mergency response functions prior to emergency facilities and teams 

board and badges) for tracking presence of key members of the ERO is 
 

te Full Participation Exercise Volunteer Response 1995] 
EVALUATION MODULE (SAMPLE-CONTINUED) 
 

tification point receive notification of the  
 ERO ?     [Criteria H.1.2] YES NO Not Obs 
________ 
able and ready for use?   [Criteria J.1] YES NO Not Obs 
the functional equipment and materials to 
ctivities?     [Criteria J.2] YES NO Not Obs 
 log in as they arrived?   [Criteria H.1.8] YES NO Not Obs 
OC Cadre members assigned to positions  

     [Criteria H.1.1] YES NO Not Obs 
 members use their procedures or  
ation?     [Criteria H.1.3] YES NO Not Obs 
mbers assume responsibilities for  
unctions prior to the EOC being declared  

     [Criteria H.1.7] YES NO Not Obs 
re members knowledgeable of  
ons?      [Criteria H.1.4] YES NO Not Obs 
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(2) The Evaluator Organization is developed from information within the exercise 
scenario to identify each location (evaluation point) where a person (evaluator) 
must be assigned in order to observe performance during the exercise. 
Evaluators must have knowledge and skills, which will allow them to 
competently, evaluate their “evaluation point.” 

 

Objective #1: Give
EOC in accordanc
The exercise object
[ ] Met with Superio
[ ] Met 
[ ] Met with Improv
[ ] Met but with we
[ ] Not Met (Deficie
Comments: 
________________
________________
 
[Source: Oak Ridg

F15  INCIDEN

OBJECTIVE: As
REFERENCE: L

ER
M
Th

1. Los Alamos Co
by request of the C
Incident Comman

2. Monitoring team
the HAZMAT Gro

3. Monitoring team
Commander's stat

4. Monitoring data

5. HAZMAT Grou
Incident Control G

MET:______NOT

JUSTIFICATION

_______________

_______________

[Source: Exercise 
EVALUATION MODULE (SAMPLE-CONTINUED) 
 

n notification of the operational emergency, activate and staff the City 
e with EOC Procedures. 
ive was: 
r Performance 

ement Items 
aknesses 
ncy) 

______________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________ 

e K-25 Site Full Participation Exercise Volunteer Response 1995] 
EVALUATION CRITERIA CHECKLIST (SAMPLE 1) 

T COMMAND GROUP EVALUATION CRITERIA 

semble, equip, brief, dispatch, and track offsite monitoring teams. 
ANL Emergency Management Plan 
PIP 520 HAZMAT Group Supervisor 

emorandum of Understanding between the County of Los Alamos and  
e Department of Energy 3/22/93. 

unty or the New Mexico Department of Public Safety MOUs are implemented 
ounty PD Shift Commander, County FD Shift Commander, County FD 

der, LANL Duty Emergency Manager, or the NM Department of Public Safety. 

s are equipped then assembled in the Staging Area or other area determined by 
up Supervisor. 

s are briefed and then dispatched. Are their locations plotted on the Incident 
us board? 

 and information are transmitted to the HAZMAT Group Supervisor. 

p Supervisor evaluates and assesses the information and then sends it to the 
roup and the Emergency Technical Support Center. 

 MET:_______NOT OBSERVED_______ 

: 

_________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________ 

Porcupine; Performance Test at Los Alamos National Laboratory, 1994] 
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Scenario Component  
The Scenario Component consists of series of problem-based events, including public 
information problems, which provides the responders the opportunity to demonstrate 
their capabilities. This component includes 5 major elements: 

1) Timeline of key events 
a. This is the outline of the entire exercise to include pre-and post-

exercise activities on the day of the exercise. 
b. It identifies the key responder performance to the simulated event 

and ensures that all exercise objective requirements are present 
2) Master scenario events list (MSEL) 

a. The MSEL is developed from the Timeline of Key Events.  
b. The MSEL provides the details to the timeline and includes 

exercise control material, messages or injects to set the stage for 
events to occur, and the detailed expected responses.  

c. The MSEL also identifies critical events that must occur to ensure 
all organizations are allowed to participate.   

 
3) Messages and/or injects 

a. The Messages or Injects provide simulated events to start the 
exercise and provide subsequent data.   

b. Contingency Messages are also used to force events to ensure the 
exercise remains on track. 

Two examples of message injects are presented below. 
 

Message Numbe

From: Senior Co

To: EOC Contro

Time: +35 minu

Subject: Classify

Special Instructi

1. Record the tim

TIME ________
2. If the EOC ha
Controller. 
3. When directed
“This is an exerc  
a General Emerg
This is an exerci
4. Record the tim
TIME _______.
[Source: ORNL
CONTINGENCY MESSAGE INJECT (SAMPLE 1) 
r 19C 

THIS IS A CONTINGENCY MESSAGE 

ntroller 

ller 

tes 

ing the Emergency 

ons: 

e the State Highway Patrol called in the accident at White Oak Dam. 

___. 
s not classified the emergency by the time of this message, call the senior 

 by the senior Controller, tell the Crisis Manager the following: 
ise. You are directed by the senior Controller to classify the emergency as
ency. Continue to perform all duties as you would under these conditions. 
se.” 
e you told the Crisis Manager to classify the event. 

 
 Tabletop Exercise 1994] 
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TO: ALL EXERCISE CON

ETSC CONTROLLER 

FROM: TIMELINE COOR

SUBJECT: INITIAL EXER
----------------------------------

All Exercise Controllers: 
Inform exercise responders 
clouds and possible snow sh
expected to warm to around
tonight. Winds are from the
morning, increasing to 6-12
 
ETSC Controller: 
Begin providing the meteoro  
the exercise package. 

----------------------------------
EXPECTED ACTIONS: Re
actions, set up an incident c
additional protective action 
 
[Source: Exercise Porcupine

 
 

4) Exercise data 
a. Exerci

sympto
or natu

b. Examp
fires an
levels.

 
5) Narrative 

a. The Sc
from e
objecti

b. The Sc
particip

 

Control Component
The Control Component 
information and data to re
receive if this were a “rea
exercise, and that security
MESSAGE INJECT (SAMPLE 1) 
 

TROLLERS    TIME: 0815 

DINATOR 

CISE CONDITIONS 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

THIS IS AN EXERCISE 

of the following weather information: The forecast is for low 
owers this morning, clearing by late afternoon. Temperatures are 
 40 degrees (F) this afternoon, dropping into the high teens 
 south and are expected to be light and variable during the 
 mph by the evening. 

logical data information provided as a table in the met section of

THIS IS AN EXERCISE 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
sponders will use the met information to implement protective 

ommand post, and develop dose projections to determine if 
recommendations are required. 

; Performance Test at Los Alamos National Laboratory 1994] 
se data are those measurements, readings, alarms, and 
ms that would be present if an accident, spill, fire, explosion 
ral disaster would occur. 
les of exercise data include medical conditions, simulated 
d explosions, meteorological conditions, and contamination 

 

enario Narrative is the summary “story book” of the exercise 
xercise start through the expected completion of all exercise 
ves. 
enario should be quality checked by someone that has not 
ated in its development.   

  
is used to develop those mechanisms that provide event 
sponders in order to provide them the stimulus they would 
l world” event.  In addition, controllers ensure a safe 
 is not violated. 
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1) Controller Module 
a. Control points involve areas in the scenario where information 

and/or data have to be provided to responders.  An example is 
providing field-monitoring data to field monitoring teams when 
they correctly demonstrate the operation of their equipment. 

b. Control points include locations were simulations are required and 
need management.  For example, the location of a smoke generator 
to simulate a fire or hazardous material release. At each location 
where safety concerns are present and where simulations are 
required, a controller is needed. 

c. Identify safety/security control points. Control points are areas 
where safety and security issues are paramount. 

d. In the control component, the location requirements to ensure 
exercise safety and to provide simulations and data are identified.   

2) Controller Organization 
a. identify the expertise and knowledge required to fill a control position.   
b. In areas where physical space is at a minimum, the duties of controller 

and evaluator may be combined.   
c. Assignment of personnel is based on their expertise and experience. 

3) Controller Instructions 
a. Control communications are developed based on the location of the 

controllers during the exercise. 
b. Radios, cellular telephones and hard-wired telephones are the most 

common means of communication. 
c. For organizations that are simulated, the control organization will need 

to provide responders the telephone numbers where they can be 
contacted.  For example, if DOE/NNSA is not participating in the 
exercise, a telephone number is provided to make notifications to 
headquarters. 

d. Suspension and Termination Instructions 
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HAZMAT L

Responsibili

The HAZMA
provided at t
Specific resp

a.a. Supervis
Controller. 

b.b. Providin
contaminatio

c.c. Notifyin  
exercise Res
identified on

e.

An example 
 

The exerci
a.m. Easter
should be i
scheduled 
emergency
involvemen
expected to

If controlle
issues or pr

The exerci
either been
consultatio
make the a

If an actual
discretion o
nature of th

If the exerc
place. The 
in consulta
controllers

[Source: I
DETAILED CONTROLLER INSTRUCTIONS (SAMPLE) 

EAD CONTROLLER 

ties 

T Lead Controller is responsible for ensuring all radiological data being 
he event scene is consistent with the data developed for the exercise package. 
onsibilities include: 

ing event scene radiation Controllers, as well as the Decontamination 

g radiological data in accordance with Section 9.3 when radiation 
n survey is performed and a rad Controller is unavailable. 

g the Decontamination Controller/radiation Controllers when actions taken by
ponders have resulted in the spread of contamination outside those locations 
 the event scene radiation maps in Section 9.3. 
i. These instructions are used by the controllers to suspend and 
restart the exercise or terminate the exercise if an actual event 
occurs or a safety/security issue arises. 

 Rules of Conduct 
i. Rules of conduct for responders, visitors/VIPs, controllers, and 

evaluators are developed to provide guidance in conducting the 
exercise. 

 
of controller instructions is presented below: 
SUSPENSION/TERMINATION INSTRUCTIONS (SAMPLE) 

se is scheduled to begin at 8:00 a.m. Mountain Standard Time (MST) or 10:00 
n Standard Time (EST). No Responders should be pre-positioned, and response 
n accordance with established policies and procedures. The exercise is 
to run 6 hours with termination at 2:00 p.m. MST/4:00 p.m. EST. Each 
 response facility participating in the exercise should conduct a critique of their 
t immediately following the exercise. All controllers and evaluators are 
 take notes of items identified by the exercise Responders. 

rs or evaluators are asked for their impressions of how things went, specific 
oblems should not be discussed. 

se may be terminated by the exercise director when exercise objectives have 
 demonstrated or given an adequate opportunity to be demonstrated. Following 
n with the lead controller and lead exercise evaluator, the exercise director will 
nnouncement concerning exercise termination. 

 emergency occurs, the exercise may be suspended or terminated at the 
f DOE, State, Tribal, local, or DOE contractor authorities, depending on the 
e incident. 

ise is suspended, the controllers will instruct the responders to safely stop in 
conditions for restart of the exercise will be determined by the exercise director 
tion with the lead control personnel from the participating organizations. The 
 will be instructed on what conditions are to be set for restart. 

NEL Performance Test Exercise 1995 “Varmint”] 
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Administrative
The Administrativ
support of the exe

 

 
 

! Players shall not hav
specifics prior to the e
to participate in the ex
… 
! Except for the action
controllers, players ar
! Players shall act as i
controls shall be adhe
! Exercise controllers 
controls (only) which 
! Exercise participants
! Controllers will only
disseminate in their as
through existing emer
! In the event that play
scenario, controllers w
! All exercise message
DRILL” or “THIS IS 
! In some cases, it ma
continuity and objecti
[Source: SRS Annua
RESPONDER RULES OF CONDUCT (SAMPLE 2) 
e prior knowledge of the scenario. Players who have gained knowledge scenario 
xercise are expected to consult with the exercise manager to determine their eligibility 
ercise. Failure to adhere to this rule could result a remedial exercise to be performed. 

s identified in the list of actions to be simulated, or as otherwise directed by exercise 
e to respond to exercise events and information as if the emergency were real. 
f simulated hazardous conditions were real. All normal industrial/health protection 
red to for the simulated hazard(s) presented by the exercise scenario. 
and evaluators are exempt from simulated security and industrial/health protection 
would be required by exercise conditions. 
 shall take no action that reduces the safety of SRS or the public. 
 provide players with the information which they are specifically designated to 
signed functional area. Players are expected to obtain other necessary information 
gency information channels. 
ers do not initiate actions critical to the successful completion of the exercise 
ill issue contingency messages which direct players to initiate specific actions. 
s and communications shall be preceded and followed by the phrase, “THIS IS A 

AN EXERCISE.” 
y be necessary for a controller to countermand player actions to preserve the 
ves of the exercise. Players must accept the controller's word as final and proceed. 
l (HAZMAT Transportation) Exercise 1994] 
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/Logistic Component 
e/Logistics Component provides administrative and logistical 
rcise design, development, conduct, and post-exercise activities.  

Administration support items may include: 
• Financial accounting to include organizational 

responsibilities, funding sources, and financial reporting. 
• Document reproduction to include evaluator, controller and 

participant materials. 
• Administrative documents including participant rosters.  

Logistics support items may include: 
• The procurement of simulators.   
• Transportation plan for evaluators, controllers, and actors.  

This includes retrieving actors who simulated injured 
employees and were sent to local hospitals. 

• Meals, non-participating medical support, portable 
restrooms and other related logistics. 
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Exercise injects and their role 
In the public information play messages and injects simulate reaction of the media and 
members of the public to the news.  This should include questions about 

 health, safety, and environmental impact, and  

 accident and its impact on individual and collective levels. 

Crisis ending stage should be also reflected in the media injects. It assumes requests 
for analysis of the emergency response and lessons learnt: 

 Efficiency of emergency planning and procedures, response conduct and other 
efforts,  in particular public information activities   

 Emergency causes and prevention measures for future  

 Program for improvements of emergency response  

 

Questions should reflect various levels of understanding of those who ask them, and 
include "nonsense" questions; all of these will be handled by what is called a control 
cell. 

The media and public injects should also affect decision-makers and specialists 
involved in different responding organizations. It will help in moving scenario along. 
For instance, in all stages of emergency situation decision-makers should realize 
significant difference between technical assessment of radiation risks and perception 
of radiation danger by the public. Specialists should be asked to provide more 
measurements and prognosis data than is needed from technical point of view so that 
decision-makers, spokesperson and public information group could respond 
adequately to public concerns.  

Involvement of real media in EPI-exercises could prepare members of the media for 
real events and could help to foster mutual understanding and respect between media 
and emergency management personnel. However, simulation of realistic media and 
public pressure proves to be difficult and requires additional personnel and 
communication resources [3]. 

It is important to plan how the questions will be introduced into exercise play. At the 
very beginning of EPI-management system development the pace of message injects 
must be considered to ensure players (those answering questions) have time to address 
both the public's questions as well as any other response duties they may have (e.g., 
assuring technical accuracy of proposed answers, obtaining updates on the event, 
reporting on their activities).  This is where exercise planning comes in. A timeline of 
key scenario events should be annotated with the times for public information injects 
to be made (calls, faxes, etc.).   

In more advanced stages, dynamics of media and public pressure on responders may 
become more realistic. First players should be trained to master unwanted 
development of societal response to an emergency, then the signals of unfavorable 
conditions should be simulated in EPI-exercises [4]:    

1. surprise (in many cases press-services and spokespersons of responding 
organizations learn of crisis from the media requests for information),  

2. information deficiency (difficulty in following many concurring events), 



3. escalation of events and difficulties in communication, 

4. loss of control (events and news overload), 

5. increase of external requests for double checking of information,  

6. sustaining a siege (everyone is against and interpret all answers wrong), 

7. panic (people do not follow rational recommendations). 
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Organization of EPI exercise  

Objectives and scope  

The key objectives of emergency public information program (EPIP), being a part of 
overall emergency response plan, are: 

 To make the public aware of the situation; what has happened, the 
consequences for them and the actions being planned. 

 To prevent rumor and conflicting information; in the absence of authoritative 
coherent information rumor will fill the vacuum and counteracting this will take 
considerably more effort than effective communication in the first place. 

 To maintain the credibility of the authorities and other organizations involved 
in the emergency. 

 To allow those who are operationally dealing with the emergency to 
concentrate on that function. 
 To reduce the psychological impact. 

 

EPI-component of emergency exercise is aimed at testing how well responding 
organizations are prepared to meet these purposes in emergency situation.  

Exercises are valuable to evaluate JIC plans and procedures and provide staff of the 
Crisis Center of the Concern REA with experience in working with offsite emergency 
response organizations. Drills also help train JIC personnel in the public information 
functions that must be performed in an emergency. At a minimum, both drills and 
exercises should be used to retrain, evaluate, and provide experience to personnel in 
the areas proved deficient during past drills, exercises, or actual events, or to 
implement new ideas and procedures. 

Every EPI team member should participate in at least one exercise annually. During 
an exercise, particular attention should be placed on the EPI team's performance; the 
effectiveness of information coordination, production, dissemination, monitoring and 
analysis functions; and the overall effectiveness of disseminating timely and accurate 
information to the public and media. 

To validate interim capability concrete objectives are fixed among objectives of 
overall exercise scenario and results of EPI exercise are evaluated against the 
objectives.    

In DOE/NNSA practice, in the list of emergency exercise objectives there are always 
two in the domain of emergency public information: 

 Develop and disseminate accurate and timely information to the news 
media in accordance with approved procedures 

 Disseminate accurate information and instructions to the public in 
accordance with approved procedures. 

Extent of EPI-play gives descriptions of how these two objectives will be met. Below 
are examples from Savannah River Site exercise of 1999:  
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UObjective:U Develop and disseminate accurate and timely information to the news 
media in accordance with approved procedures 

UExtent of Play: UThis objective will be demonstrated at the Emergency Operations 
Center (EOC) and at the Joint Information Center (JIC) in accordance with EPIP 6Q-
600, “Public Information Operations.”  News releases will be generated and submitted 
to DOE for approval and dissemination beginning within about an hour of receipt of 
notification of event. News releases developed during the exercise will be transmitted 
by fax to the SRS Control Cell (simulating offsite news media outlets) and will not be 
transmitted / disseminated by fax to actual news organizations and wire services. 
Role-players will be used as members of the news media.  A minimum of two news 
conferences will be held. 

 
UObjective:U Disseminate accurate information and instructions to the public in 
accordance with approved procedures. 
 
UExtent of Play:U This objective will be demonstrated by personnel in the Emergency 
Information Room (EIR) and Joint Information Center (JIC) in accordance with EPIP-
600, “Public Information Operations.”  EIR staff will respond to simulated calls from 
the public, government officials, and news media.  A control cell will be used to role-
play the callers. 

 

Criteria of success  

All criteria should be developed and approved before exercise. 

Quantitative criteria for briefing the media such as number of press-releases and 
press-conferences, time-limits, and information addressees are often given in scope of 
EPI-play. Other criteria refer to quality of communication techniques used by players, 
like  

 Closeness of media coverage (simulated broadcast messages) to official 
information (a numerical score) 

 Correspondence of official information (in press-releases, interviews etc.) to 
media and public information needs (a numerical score) 

 Plainness of official information, use of approved common terminology, 
avoidance of jargon etc. (a numerical score) 

 Consistency and appropriateness of official coverage of emergency situation (a 
numerical score) 

 

In a similar manner quantitative criteria are developed to evaluate results of dealing 
with telephone and e-mail inquires from members of media and public:  
 
 Percentage of questions respond  

 Communications skills of players  
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 Response immediacy  

 Plainness and clarity of information  

 Usefulness of information  

General assessments for the objective can be an average mark. 

In more advanced stages EPI-objectives should move from reactive to proactive 
response. For instance,  
 Promptly respond to misleading, inaccurate or confusing information in the 

media. 
 Establish an ongoing exchange of response information with the population and 

with trusted people within the community such as community leaders, the 
medical community, teachers, religious leaders, clubs, community action 
groups and local media [5] 
 Promptly provide the public with the results of medical examinations, 

monitoring, sampling or other activities directly involving them, their homes, 
community or workplaces. 

 

Scenario  
 
A special scenario should be prepared for the EPI-play to coordinate media and public 
inquires with simulating emergency events and information activities of EPI-teams. In 
scenario roles and responsibilities of all involved organizations should be described, 
including responsibility for authorizing/ activation of public information channels and 
directing the official information flow in relation to time. 
Possible format for scenario writing can be as follows:   
 

Timeline Activities Roles Responsibilities 

    

 

Important element of EPI-scenario is exercise-tailored set of the media and public 
messages/injects. One can select appropriate injects from the collection of media and 
public questions developed by IBRAE’s specialists in 1996-2003. The collection is 
presented in the appendix to this manual.  

Part of the questions is of generic nature and can be used without changes in case of 
an accident at any NPP. There are also questions from members of   “local 
community”, those questions need to be fixed in time and on the spot.  

Part of the questions can be asked at any time after the emergency beginning. But the 
others should be timed precisely in accordance with the overall exercise scenario.  

Questions from the collection were used as media and public messages/injects in the 
exercise at the Smolensk NPP, in September 2003. The  EPI-play was focused on 
responding to telephone calls and e-mail messages from the news media and public by 
the facility (USmolensk NPP Information CentreU) and the Crisis Center of the Concern 
REA.  



 Control and Evaluation  

A controller for the public information group should monitor the overall activities of 
the group and ensure the pace of questions is appropriate to the timeline and the actual 
exercise play.    

Controllers from a control-cell simulate media and public information inquires and 
contact Telephone Response Team Members and Media Monitors for resolution. This 
data can include: Political Inquiry, Media Inquiry, Public Inquiry and Simulated 
Media Messages.  

Controllers are given instructions how to simulate expected societal response to 
emergency. Here is an example of such instructions:  

As a national media ac
development of your s
wouldn't necessarily h
telephone list by askin
appropriate profile and
Responder requests a 
but ensure that the ind
would be better if you

Profiles 

1. You are John Story
News Desk for just a s
criticized for being too
that. You smell a good
DOE-AL and LANL) 
happened, what is the 
on calls should be to o
taken, how contamina
the state has available
information gained fro
for clarification or ver

2. You are Bill Baggin
stories. You are aware
to work the story line 
first begin the questio
plane was an employe
of an unhappy, disgru
passengers worked at 

Do you believe that th
Call and advance a the
back later with a new 

[Source: Exercise Por

    
NATIONAL MEDIA PROFILES (SAMPLE) 

tor, you should be contacting all the primary Responders in 
tory. You should act as an actual reporter is expected to act. You 
ave all the appropriate telephone numbers, and you should develop that 
g DOE-HQ Public Affairs for the numbers. For each call, assume the 
 attempt to remain in character when portraying that individual. If any 

number where you can be reached, provide your Control Cell number, 
ividual understands you will constantly be on the telephone and it 
 could call them back. 

 at the Washington Times, Washington Desk. You have been on the 
hort while and are still trying to prove yourself. You have been 
 conservative in pursuing a news story and have been trying to change 
 story and want to get out in front. Your first calls (DOE-HQ PA, state, 
should be made in an attempt to define the scope of the accident (what 
nature of the accident, any injuries, is radioactivity involved). Follow-
btain additional information on types of injuries, where patients were 
tion is being handled, DOE assistance available to assist hospitals, what 
 in resources to assist, and try and develop a human interest story. Use 
m each of the calls to play off subsequent calls or go back to early calls 
ification. 

s from the National Tattle Tale. Your paper loves sensational news 
 that there has been a plane crash into a facility at LANL and you want 
to include a disgruntled employee. Rather than ask specific questions, 
n with a statement (i.e., we understand that at least one victim in the 
e who was recently fired from the LANL). Could this event be the result 
ntled employee, or we understand that the wife of one of the plane's 
the facility where the plane crashed. 

e crash was intentional? The more far fetched the lead-in-the-better. 
ory; allow the media response people to respond; hang-up; and call 
theory. 

cupine; Performance Test at Los Alamos National Laboratory, 1994] 
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The Control Cell Lead will determine start time for first message of each section.  
Start time (TIME = 00:00) for each of the public information data sections will be 
shortly after the time players issue the first press release. 
Control Cell members, simulating various members of the public, such as politicians, 
news media, concerned citizens, etc., will give these time-sequenced messages to 
members of the ERO and document the responses provided.  
Sample form can be as follows: 
 

USAMPLE MESSAGE/INJECT FORM 

This is an Exercise! 

Time: (T + xx minutes/hrs, and/or Universal Time)._________ 

From: (e.g., Resident, Journalist, etc., name, organization) _________ 

To: (identify who is to be called, faxed, name, position, organization) _______ 

Subject: (e.g., Dose Assessment results for Y* town, city) _____ 

Message: (e.g. as in # 1, "According to the assessments of the specialists, the doses 

are the highest at the moment of passage of the radioactive…") _____ 

Controller Instructions: (e.g. Ask the question and record the answer on the 

evaluation form below, along with any additional notes) __________ 

Notes: (e.g.: "Mr. Ivanov was not available so Mr. Pavlovski took the question") 

 

UEVALUATIONU:  (Circle one number for each category) 

Communications skills (less to more effective)          1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

Response immediacy (less to more immediate)         1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

Clarity of information obtained (less to more clear)  1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

Usefulness of information provided (less to more)    1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

General Evaluation/Satisfaction (less to more)          1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 

This is an Exercise! 
 
 

 

In this form, there are lines for controllers to evaluate receiving answers. They are 
recommended to use a five point scale with ‘1’ being most negative and ‘5’ being 
most positive to quantify results obtained. And the evaluation criteria have the 
following meanings: 

 Communication skills – Tone and manner of the response (polite, insulting, etc.); 
 Response immediacy (the response is immediately got, after some delay and so 

on); 
 Clarity of the information provided (from a lay-person perspective); 
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 Usefulness of the information provided (to strike out a new line for oneself in 
crisis situation); 
 Subjective assessment of the response (satisfaction, confusion and so on). 

 

Estimates of controllers are collected and evaluated by EPI experts later on.  Apart 
from that evaluators should get maximum information from the so called ‘hot 
washing’ session of EPI team, when all EPI responders exchange their opinions right 
after the end of exercise.  That will help evaluators in analyzing efficiency of external 
and internal communication, defining problems and developing recommendation to 
improve the system.  

To evaluate both “technical” and communication aspects of EPI response experts with 
corresponding professional profiles should be engaged.  

Evaluation report on EPI exercise should be integrated into the final report of the 
overall exercise.  
 

EPI-organization 
 
In EPI exercise responders from Headquarters and Facility/Site act in agreement with 
approved emergency Public Information Program and corresponding EPI-Plans. For 
instance, in DOE/NNSA practice responsibilities of each member of the EPI 
organization are identified as follows. 
 

Responsibilities   
UPublic Affairs DirectorU. A DOE representative, usually located in the Operations 
Office EOC, who reports to the Emergency Director and directs and coordinates all 
EPI activities; coordinates preparation, approval, and release of all EPI; 
communicates with Public Affairs Liaison in DOE Headquarters EOC; communicates 
from the EOC directly with the JIC about ongoing emergency activities to identify 
which activities may require news releases and/or media briefings; and resolves issues 
and questions from the JIC Manager. 

UNews Release WriterU. Works directly with the Public Affairs Director to gather 
confirmed information on the event and prepares news releases. 

UJoint Information Center ManagerU. Responsible for overall management of the JIC, 
the timely release of clear and accurate information to the public and media; oversight 
of the JIC facility and JIC staff; and remains in direct communication with the Public 
Affairs Director. Ensures coordination with, and among, local, state, tribal, and 
Federal designated representatives at the JIC and other locations, and accommodates 
JIC administrative support needs. 

UJoint Information Center News ManagerU. Accommodates the news media; coordinates 
news conferences; provides media kits and news releases to the media; and assists the 
JIC Manager in all matters pertaining to interaction with the media. Serves as an 
extension of the JIC Manager by tracking inquiries between the EOC and the JIC; 
keeping the Public and Media Inquiry Teams updated on emergency events; ensuring 
that the JIC Manager has adequate review of information prior to media briefings; 



ensuring that communications are maintained with the EOC; and remaining in direct 
communication with the JIC Manager. 

Media Monitoring Team. Monitors broadcast and print media coverage of the 
emergency; records broadcast coverage; retains copies of print media coverage; 
reviews all media coverage for inaccuracies and rumors; provides the JIC Manager 
with reports; and periodically, or upon request, provides to the JIC News Manager an 
updated analysis of issues, including perceptions of the public and media. 

Media Inquiry Team. Contacts the media upon activation of the JIC; ensures that 
approved news releases are provided to the media; updates the media not present at 
the JIC; receives and assimilates incoming data from media monitoring team and 
others; and responds to incoming telephone queries and requests. Reports to the JIC 
News Manager through a team leader. Information for response to media calls may be 
obtained from status boards, news releases, chronologies, fact sheets, supervisor's 
notes from news conferences, resource books, and other approved written materials. 

Public Inquiry Team. Answers inquiries from the general public with accurate, up-to-
date information to prevent the spread of misinformation. Information for response to 
public calls may be obtained from status boards, news releases, chronologies, fact 
sheets, supervisor's notes from news conferences, resource books, and other approved 
written materials. 

Joint Information Center Support Staff. Provides administrative and logistical support 
and equipment needs including, but not limited to, outgoing services, such as 
distribution of all fax notifications on a designated fax list; accomplishment of 
incoming fax services, such as passing all incoming fax messages to the JIC Manager 
as soon as possible; reproducing news releases and distributing them to the JIC staff, 
media, and others in the JIC; and messenger services. 

Offsite Agency Public Information Representatives (representatives of local 
governments, states, tribes, and Federal agencies). Coordinate information to be 
released to the media; provide accurate, timely, and applicable information to the 
public about emergency operations within their jurisdictions; participate, as 
appropriate, in news conferences. 

DOE Spokesperson. Briefs the media and/or public on site response and recovery 
activities and event status. A technically skilled, senior-level DOE manager trained in 
crisis/risk communications, the spokesperson represents site management and must be 
a credible source of information. Usually is recognized as a spokesperson for DOE 
and contractor management. 

Technical Spokesperson. Interprets technical information to the media and public in 
lay terms, including pertinent information on radiological, chemical, other hazards, 
and operational implications of the incident, as needed. Technical support may be 
provided to the DOE spokesperson and other JIC staff. 

Employee Communications Coordinator. Informs employees of event status and 
emergency response and recovery activities in support of the Emergency Director. 
Responds to employee inquiries. May also make communications concerning special 
situations involving employee families. 

Authorized Derivative Classifier. On call for events that may have security 
implications. Reviews news releases for classified material. 
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In different facilities public information crew size and responsibilities can very.  For 
instance, at the Savannah River Site (SRS) it looks as follows:  

EXAMPLE  
the Savannah River Site (SRS) 

 
 
DOE-SR STAFFING 
Public Information Oversight Representative 
JIC Oversight Representative 
Deputy Public Information Oversight Representative 
 
 
Westinghouse Savannah River Company WSRC STAFFING 
Public Information Coordinator 
Public Information Writer 
JIC Specialist 
Media Liaison 
Videographer 
JIC Assistant 
Emergency Information Specialist (see his checklist in Appendix 2) 
Telephone Response Team (see the team’s  checklist in Appendix 2) 
 
WSI-SRS STAFFING 
Public Information Advisor 
WSI-SRS is a paramilitary organization that provides security support services for 
the 310-square-mile Savannah River Site (SRS), 
 
[Source:  Manual: 6Q15.2/.5  PUBLIC INFORMATION Procedure: EPIP 6Q-600, Rev. 11 
Effective Date: 4/22/02 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES,  92 pages] 
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Training 
Specialized training is necessary for emergency responders to understand how to deal 
with the public, employees, and media. The following concepts are used in EPI 
training program in the USA. 

 All EPI Program team members receive initial training prior to participation in 
an event, drill, or exercise. Training includes an overview of EPI emergency 
preparedness and response; DOE policy on emergency management, site plans, 
and procedures; site/facility operation; hazardous materials risks; and facility-
specific orientation training. Position-specific training includes cross-training. 

 Each team member receives comprehensive, annual requalification training in 
their respective functions, as well as in the concept of operations of the entire 
EPI Organization and its relationship to the whole site emergency response 
effort. 

This requalification training includes a: 
– summary of “key topics” covered in the initial training; 
– demonstration of functional capabilities through tabletops, stop-action drills, 
and other related activities; and 
– detailed review of findings and lessons learned from exercises. 

 JIC operations training is available for appropriate DOE personnel, offsite 
emergency management representatives, government officials, state emergency 
management personnel, county commissioners, tribal representatives, and 
county health officials. 

 
Within a few days of the exercise a few fairly brief sessions are needed to refresh the 
material covered in the preliminary training program. These sessions should be 
focused  on preparing participants in all positions for what to expect during the 
exercise.   

 

Simulation of media and public inquires 
In DOE/NNSA practice, members of control-cell from the contractor staff are taught 
to play roles of public representatives and simulate inquires. This is quite reasonable 
when procedures and organizational aspects of EPI response are tested.  To estimate 
communication skills of EPI team it is better to have a special group of lay people.   

What people should be involved? Could they be real members of the public? 

In IAEA’ recommendations on keeping the public informed during an emergency 
there is a record of trusted people within the community [5]:  

 Establish an ongoing exchange of response information with the population and 
with trusted people within the community such as community leaders, the 
medical community, teachers, religious leaders, clubs, community action 
groups and local media. 
 Arrange, after the declaration of an emergency, to brief trusted members of the 

local community, including doctors, teachers, religious leaders and action 
groups. 
 Scientifically based recommendations for implementing countermeasures 

should be accompanied by an explanation that enables the public and decision 



makers to understand them, reasonably consider them and explain them to the 
other stakeholders. This explanation should be tested on representative 
members of the intended audience. 

To have group of trusted people within the community to help EPI team in an 
emergency one needs to establish good contacts with these people in advance. The 
situation is similar to creating good relationship with local media in good time. 
Similar to involvement of real media, finding and involving trusted people from the 
local community in EPI-exercises could prepare them for real events and could help to 
foster mutual understanding and respect between opinion leaders and EPI team. 
However, such approach requires more efforts and resources in comparison with the 
approach of the control-cell.  

If simulation of media public activities is conducted by a special “public group", the 
control-cell checks the exchange of information between the group and players, and 
provide information/instructions to both in accordance with overall scenario.  

Two possible schemes of EPI exercise organization are presented below. 

 

 

Injects 

Control-cell 

EPI 
responders 

Emergency 
Operations 

Center 

Evaluators 

Testing interactions      scenario instructions         reporting  
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Roles   
Information needs of members of media and public are different. Some of them are:  

 Journalists need information to prepare broadcasted messages and publications 
in the press either for local community or general public. Their interests are 
determined by the main societal functions of the mass media: information 
(news), public arena (highlighting conflict of opinions) and watchdog 
(uncovering of scandals and proving failures of decision-makers).   

 “Ecologists” (para-professionals and natural scientists) will ask advanced 
questions, using measurement data and scientific terminology;    

 Antinuclear activists (alarmists) will be finding proof of wrong doings, lack of 
safety and security and so on.  

 “Economists” will ask of ecological responsibility; damage, losses, 
compensations, insurance etc.  

 Doctors are interested in health risks and effects of radiation, prevention 
measures and available medical facilities,   

 Administrators are responsible for safety organization for many people 
(schools, kindergartens, hospitals, offices, factories, markets etc.)  

 Members of the public will ask of safety and protection measures, restrictions.   

 Relatives of emergency NPP personnel will ask how personal is protected, and 
detailed information on safety conditions of their beloved.  

 

Control-cell 

Media & 
public 
group 

EPI 
responders 

Emergency 
Operations 

Center 

Evaluators 

Testing interactions      scenario instructions         reporting  
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Questions should be put in local, regional or national perspective. Collection of  
questions from media and public and simulated media messages are presented in the 
appendix. 

Technical means  
Those who simulate media and public activities should have an equipped office for 
their work. Minimal provision includes:  

 Telephone sets (with dictaphone): by one set for each pair of the group 
participants; it is desirable for them to be placed in separate rooms; 

 Facsimile sets (no less than 1 for a group); 

 E-mail facilities (no less than 2 e-mail addresses for a group); 

 Detailed district maps (by 1 for each pair of participants). 

 

Training  
It is important that the “public representatives” have some training beforehand to 
ensure their understanding  
 purpose of the overall exercise  
 EPI exercise objectives  
 participation conditions  
 exercise timeline  
 reporting procedures  

 

The participants should be trained to use available facilities (recorders, computers 
etc.) and instructed on filling sample forms.   

Each training session focuses on the exercise conduct and tries to prepare participants 
in all positions for what to expect during the exercise.  The sessions are normally 
fairly brief, and are presented within a few days of the exercise so that the material 
covered is fresh in the minds of participants on the big day. 
 

Summing up EPI exercise results  
Results of EPI exercise should be presented in after action report. The report should 
address:  

 Efficiency of planning and procedures, response conduct and other efforts  in 
EPI response   

 Causes of inadequate public response to emergency and corresponding 
correcting measures for future  
 Program for improvements  

 
Revealed deficiencies and weaknesses should be considered from institutional and 
administrative perspective. Program of improvements should be coordinated between 
all interested parties.   
As an example we take a fragment from the Report for April 23-25, 2002 Annual 
Evaluated Exercise at the Savannah River Site. 



 
Overview 
The Savannah River Site Emergency Response Organization (ERO) Annual 
Evaluated Exercise was conducted April 23-25, 2002.  Twenty-five federal, state and 
local agencies and approximately 800 players, controllers and evaluators participated. 
 
The SRS Controller/Evaluator Organization, whose findings form the majority of this 
report, was made up of representatives from WSRC and WSI-SRS.  DOE-SR fielded 
a separate evaluation team, as did DOE-HQ and the WSRC Facility Evaluation Board. 
Where appropriate, comments and findings from these various elements have been 
incorporated into this document. 
 
Scenario Summary 
 

The drill begins when an earthquake occurs at SRS, causing numerous problems 
onsite, including an operational emergency in F-Tank Farm and one injury. The 
earthquake causes the 2F evaporator tube bundle to rupture, releasing airborne 
radioactive material which migrates offsite.  It also causes a ground-level spill (which 
remains contained in a dike) at the High Point between F and H-Areas, which occurs 
during a Tank 8 to 40 transfer of sludge. An injury occurs when a steam relief valve 
fails while a mechanic is making a valve adjustment.  The mechanic receives severe 
steam burns to his face, hands and torso, which become contaminated by the airborne 
plume. 

As soon as the Emergency Duty Officer receives indications of the magnitude of the 
earthquake, he declares an Operational Emergency (OE) per EPIP-114, OE-3.1.  
Before the EDO has a chance to send out an EN Form declaring on OE, however, the 
F-Tank Farm FEC reports that he has evacuated non-essential personnel and is 
declaring a Site Area Emergency due to an evaporator breach.  Consequently, the 
EDO decides not to declare an OE and instead declares an emergency based on the 
higher-tier classification of Site Area Emergency in accordance with EPIP-CST-001, 
based on EAL SAE-1.9.  (Note: In order to meet offsite objectives, EPIP-CST-001, 
EAL SAE-1.9 was artificially modified to create a source term 1,100 times greater 
than what would be expected if this event actually occurred.)  The appropriate Site 
ERO staff, including the F-Tank Farm Technical Support staff and the onsite Joint 
Information Center, is activated.  Shortly after the evaporator event is classified, the 
facility declares a second Site Area Emergency due to indications of a spill at the 
High Point, in accordance with EPIP-CST-001, based on EAL SAE-1.11.  SRS ERO 
members in the EOC allocate appropriate resources to respond to, control and 
stabilize the emergency. 

The SRSFD responds to the facility after receiving a report of an injury at F-Tank 
Farm. The victim with contaminated burns is transported to Doctors Hospital.  Field 
Monitoring Teams are dispatched to begin monitoring onsite. Radiological Assistance 
Program (RAP) team(s) and the Tracking Radioactive Atmospheric Contaminants 
(TRAC) vehicle are dispatched for offsite monitoring, per state requests and site 
management.  SRS Environmental Monitoring Teams are also dispatched when the 
plume moves offsite. 
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After EOC activation, projection modeling is performed to determine worst-case site 
boundary dose, and determine the potential to trip Derived Intervention Levels 
(DILs).  The DOE Regional Response Coordinator requests activation of the Federal 
Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center (FRMAC). 

Due to the severity of the contaminated injured victim, Doctors Hospital requests 
experts from the Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site (REAC/TS) in 
Oak Ridge to advise their medical staff. 

After the event is stabilized, the EOC conducts shift turnover early in the afternoon 
and the on-coming shift begins recovery planning.  DOE-SR, as the Lead Federal 
Agency, appoints a Federal On-scene Commander, who assembles a team to prepare 
the information necessary to adequately brief the FRMAC Consequence Management 
Response Team (CMRT I) Advance Party.  Upon arrival, the FRMAC CMRT I 
Advance Party receives a briefing by the Federal On-Scene Commander and other 
SRS specialists representing appropriate disciplines.  Following the briefing, the 
Federal On-scene Commander establishes a Joint Operations Center (JOC).  SRS 
appoints and dispatches appropriate liaisons to the JOC and FRMAC.  Federal and 
state public information personnel will integrate into the SRS Joint Information 
Center (JIC).  News releases from various federal agencies are approved by the Lead 
Federal Agency’s On-scene Commander, and by DOE-Headquarters.  Federal and 
State agencies conduct joint news conferences in the onsite JIC. 

On the afternoon of April 23, the Aerial Measuring System’s (AMS) fixed-wing (B-
200 plane) asset arrives at Aiken Regional Airport, where the flight crew is briefed by 
the DOE Regional Response Coordinator and state representatives prior to conducting 
aerial radiological surveys.  

CMRT II arrives during the night and sets up in the Graniteville Armory.  Field 
Monitoring Teams and mobile laboratories from the states of Florida, Georgia, North 
Carolina, as well as NASA assets from the Kennedy Space Center, also arrive and set 
up at the Armory. 

REAC/TS personnel arrive the evening of April 23, 2002.  On the morning of April 
24, REAC/TS personnel will resume play at Doctors Hospital by conducting informal 
tabletop discussions about how the patient will be handled.   

On the morning of April 24, 2002, an inspection of Par Pond Dam reveals a small 
leak, requiring a conference call to convene and discuss how to deal with the 
situation. 

Radiological monitoring and assessment activities take place over the next two days, 
including night operations on April 24, 2002 and flights by the AMS rotary wing 
asset.  The exercise terminates at noon on Thursday, April 25, 2002. 
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OBJECTIVE 20:  News Media 
Develop and disseminate accurate and timely information to the news media in 
accordance with approved procedures. 
 
UMET 
A total of seven news conferences were conducted during the exercise, with three on 
the first day.  Twelve news releases were issued, with first release being issued by 
9:07 a.m.  Although the majority of the information provided to the media was 
accurate and timely, some inaccurate information was noted. 
 

 
IMPROVEMENT ITEMS: 
 

• A late-arriving media person was not provided a briefing package. 

• Several spokespersons’ pagers went off during news conferences.  Spokespersons 
should have been directed to place their pagers in vibrate mode to avoid disruption 
during conferences.  This is a repeat finding. 

• Pictures of the evaporator were provided to the media, but requests for a detailed 
review of the photo and current status of the evaporator were not honored.   

• Though most questions were answered directly, there was some speculation 
during the news conferences.  The phrase “best guess” was used to describe 
models. 

• The Admin Staff in the EOC did not fax state press releases to the JIC.  The JIC 
did not receive SC press releases #2 through #6 until 4 p.m. on April 23P

rd
P. 

• Many acronyms were used without an explanation of what the terms meant. 

• The JIC Specialist requested the facility set-up crew to leave a projector in place 
during JIC setup.  This was pre-staging because the projector is not normally 
there, but it was known that the FRMAC would produce slides. 

• The media briefing area should be policed prior to media entry.  Paperwork left by 
prior meeting room users was found by media.  This is a repeat finding. 

• Some inaccurate information was provided to the media.  Several examples 
follow: 
 The High Point spill was reported as “uncontained” on the ground by more 

than one briefer, and one briefer stated that the soil would have to be treated 
and removed.  The material was actually contained in a dike inside a building. 
 The total number of contaminated personnel was reported as seven and should 

have been eight.  (This was later corrected, however.) 
 All non-essential personnel were reportedly released, even though some 

remained indoors. 
 Spokepersons stated some employees were “sheltered” when they actually 

meant they were under a “Remain Indoors” protective action.  When 
questioned, they did not make the distinction between the two actions. 
 It was stated that no contamination of the river was expected.  In reality, 

contamination was expected, but at very low levels. 
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OBJECTIVE 21:  Public Information 
 

Disseminate accurate information and instructions to the public in accordance 
with approved procedures. 

 
UMET 
 
Interaction with the public was adequate. 
 
IMPROVEMENT ITEMS: 
 
• Telephone responders were not briefed on what information was provided during 

news conferences.  For example, the EIR staff was unaware that two separate 
events had occurred until the afternoon of the first day, even though that 
information had been briefed during the morning. 

 
• Telephone Response Team did not have a Human Resources Representative at 

their location. 
 
• EIR procedures need to direct telephone responders to pass ingestion issues to 

State PIOs.  Some important questions regarding ingestion issues were 
disregarded by EIR responders.  The information needed to be passed to state 
PIOs and ultimately fed into the JOC. 

 
• Media generated press releases were for the most part disseminated efficiently.  

However, on several instances on the first day telephone responders in the EIR 
used different (numbered) press releases. 

 
• A reporter for the Augusta Chronicle was told that a Fact Sheet on Tritium at SRS 

would be sent.  The Fact Sheet was not received.  However, if the Tritium Fact 
Sheet had been received this information could have caused confusion. 

 
• On day two at 8:30 a.m. the Control Cell placed a call to the EIR from the White 

House requesting information regarding USDA actions.  A telephone responder 
told the White House they would get the information and call back.  A second call 
was placed and the EIR again stated someone would call back.  A third call was 
placed at 9:02 a.m. and the White House (Control Cell) was placed on hold for 10 
minutes.  At 9:17 a.m. an EIR representative answered the call and attempted to 
transfer the call to a senior DOE official.  After several failed attempts to transfer 
the call the EIR requested the White House to hang up so the DOE official could 
call directly.  At 9:17 a.m. the USDA question was answered by the DOE official. 
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APPENDIX 1. Sample messages/injects  

Questions from media representatives 

Questions with the measurements of the “green” organizations 
1. According to the assessments of the specialists, the doses are the highest at the 

moment of passage of the radioactive cloud formed by the first release. Were these 
doses measured; are they considered in application of the countermeasures and 
forecast of long-term consequences of the accident? 

2. ‘Greenpeace’ representatives carried out their own measurements and presented 
them to the media. According to these data, the actual consequences of the accident 
are of a much greater scale than those presented in the official version: the dose 
rates from cars and clothes exceed the background level by tens of times. The soils 
of fields in village N* and the grass on the pastures of farm X* are strongly 
contaminated, although the distance from SNPP is rather large. Green vegetables in 
the gardens of village Y* were also strongly contaminated. Exposure doses of 
several residents of settlement Z* (3 schoolchildren and 11 adults, including 3 
policemen), assessed using the results of gamma-measurement of the thyroid 
gland, exceed 50 mSv. This proves that in spite of the official announcements, the 
population was also affected. Who is concealing the information from the public 
and why is this done?? 

3. According to the information of the Greenpeace representative who appeared on 
television at * o’clock, a large amount of radioactive iodine fell out in settlement 
Z*. The assessments that were presented demonstrated that the thyroid exposure 
doses may be dangerous for the health of children. However, according to our 
information no measures are taken. What is really happening? 

4. We attempted to get information on radiation situation via Internet (using the SCC 
of Minatom site), but the data given there is outdated. What does this mean? Are 
you trying to conceal the information from the population or is this system 
unsuitable for the case of an accident? 

5. Scientists from the independent laboratory N* said that the actions of Minatom and 
EMERCOM are based on the range of average doses and the diversity of 
contamination of air and soil after the accident is not taken into account. What are 
the maximum possible values of the doses and how these doses may affect health? 

6. I am representing “MK” newspaper. We asked the Greenpeace representatives 
cooperating with our newspaper to measure the radiation background in the 
vicinity of popular tourist sites in Moscow. It turned out that in Z* the background 
was exceeded by 2 times and in Moscow itself in the Red Square and in VVC it 
was exceeded by nearly one and a half times. According to the official sources, the 
radiation situation in Moscow yesterday was normal. How can you explain this? 

7. It is well known that the reliability of data about exposure doses is rather low due 
to several reasons, especially this concerns the first days of the accident. The 
assessments given by different experts vary by orders of magnitude. How is the 
best variant of radiation protection chosen under these conditions? 
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8. We are television reporters and we would like to go to N* NPP to make a report 
about the accident. How should we protect ourselves and protect the equipment 
from the radiation? Who is directing the works on liquidation of the accident 
consequences? 

Health and Doses 
9. Thousands of cases of thyroid gland cancer were recorded after the Chernobyl 

accident. Allowable thyroid exposure dose in THE USSR was 300 mSv. We now 
have a dose of 500 mSv. What will happen to us? 

10.If there is another factor, besides radiation, that increases the risk of cancer, will 
the total risk be higher? Is radiation the most dangerous carcinogenic factor?  

11.After the Chernobyl accident, in many countries the birth rate dropped, while 
infantile death rate and number of spontaneous abortions rose. This proves that low 
exposure doses negatively affect the reproductive health of men and women. Can 
this happen again?  

12.What are the doses predicted by the scientists for the residents of settlement Z*? 
How dangerous are such doses?  

13.If a pregnant mother will not make an abortion and stays in Y*, how will the child 
be affected? Is it true that the children exposed pre-natally have their intellectual 
development slowed? Can these abnormities be detected using supersonic 
treatment of pregnant women? 

14.Research conducted in the areas contaminated after the Chernobyl accident 
revealed that the children living there have lower parameters of intellectual 
development. Will something similar happen in the contaminated area? 

15.After the accident, the number of infectious illnesses rose in the contaminated area. 
How can you comment upon this? 

16.What is the number of men on the contaminated territories? Is there any danger 
that they will present danger to other people if they move to other regions?  

17.How will the census of exposed people be organized? Will there be any special 
medical investigations for such people? Where should they apply for medical aid?  

18.Many liquidators received high doses after the Chernobyl accident and by now 
thousands of them have died. How can we protect ourselves from radiation? Where 
can we by protective clothes, special radioprotectors?   

19.The “Chernobyl dirt” was found even in Brazil. How far were radioactive releases 
of reactor of Y* NPP spread? 

20.When will an accurate map of contamination caused by the accident be available to 
the public? 

21.What procedures are used to issue compensations for harmful effect on health, if 
the residents of settlement N* received doses around 2 mSv? 

22.After the Chernobyl accident, all the protective actions were based on soil 
contamination density and now they are based on doses. What are the reasons for 
such changes? 

23.It was announced that the annual dose of additional exposure lower than 50 mSv 
for the whole body is safe. However, the longer the impact of radiation on living 
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organisms is studied, the stricter are the radiation standards. From the beginning of 
the last century, the acceptable level of exposure lowered by 28 thousand times. 
Won’t the level of exposure that is now considered “safe” turn out to be much 
higher than the really safe exposure doses in ten years? 

24.The predicted population exposure doses allow assessing additional death risks 
from cancer. What other risks is it commeasurable to? Can the doses received be 
considered safe for the health? 

Responsibility for the accident and its consequences 
25. Who is performing radiation monitoring of the food and what is the responsibility 

for distortion of the data? Are methods of dilution of contaminated products similar 
to those used in THE USSR after the Chernobyl accident used? 

26.Are the causes of the accident investigated? What specifically happened in the 
reactor? Was not this a terrorist act? 

27.Why was not the accident prevented? Are the designers of the reactor responsible 
for this? Will those who are responsible be punished? 

28.Were the personnel of the NPP evacuated? Who was injured and were there any 
serious injuries? Did anybody receive a high dose? Where were they directed for 
treatment? 

29.What is the main danger from the accident? 

30.A famous extrasensory person predicted a possibility of a major accident at an 
NPP a month ago. Why preventive measures were not taken? 

31.Who is liquidating the consequences of the accident? Is there a plan of 
organization of protective and reconstruction measures? Who is directing these 
works? 

32.We saw many vehicles with people heading for Sacle, including firemen. To what 
extent the people involved in emergency works are informed about the radiation 
danger? Was the state of their health checked before they were sent to the 
emergency area? 

33.Will there be built a sarcophagus on top of the damaged reactor in the same way as 
it was done in Chernobyl? 

 

Contamination of water bodies 
34. Can emergency discharges from the NPP reach pond Y*, will the unique 

aquafauna of this pond survive? 

35.Liquid discharges of N* NPP reach the waters of the rivers XX*. In the end the 
drinking water system of city Y* will be in danger of contamination. What 
measures are taken to prevent this? 

36.Is there a possibility that contamination of water systems close to the damaged 
reactor will lead to contamination of the whole water system of the European part 
of Russia? 
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Long-term consequences and forecasts 
37.Are there any long-term consequences of the accident predicted? If there are any, 

what are these consequences? 

38.What is the level corresponding to the accident according to the international INES 
scale? 

39.When was the message about the accident sent to IAEA? Will aid from IAEA be 
accepted?  

40.Are there enough specialists in radiation medicine in N* District, so that the 
connection of an illness with exposure dose can be determined? What is the 
statistics of availability of such specialists to the population; if compared to foreign 
countries? 

41.What is the risk of genetic disruptions in the next generation for the people who 
received high exposure doses? 

42.Recently information about exposure of population in Ural in 1950-s was 
published. According to this information, the ratio of born boys and girls changed 
so that more girls were born. Will the same happen to the population of K* 
District? 

 

Political and moral aspects 
43. In the first days after the Chernobyl accident, the officials sent their children and 

grandchildren to safe places, while they were concealing the true scale of the 
accident from the population. Where are the children of the Governor of the 
Region, Mayor of Smolensk and the Heads of district administrations now?  

44.Will President Putin interrupt his visit (holiday) to control the situation? 

45.How is IAEA participating in liquidation of the accident consequences? Did IAEA 
check the safety of the NPPs in Russia? Russia is one of the largest donors of 
IAEA. Can we, under such conditions, expect IAEA to be impartial if the radiation 
safety standards will be violated at Russian nuclear facilities?  

46.Will the accident affect the neighboring countries (Belorussia)?  

 

Nuclear power 
47.What will happen to the reactor and the NPP itself in the future? 

48.What measures are taken to ensure safe operation of other NPPs? 

49.What is the possibility of another accident at nuclear facilities in the near future? 

50.What were the reasons for building NPP in densely populated areas? 

51.As the unconditional safety of the nuclear facilities in Russia can not be 
guaranteed, a question about the future of nuclear power engineering in Russia 
arises. How does the leadership of the country regard this question? 

52.The Scientific Committee on effect of nuclear radiation stated the priority of 
ecology and life of people over all other factors, including economic 
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considerations. However, frequently the relative cheapness of the nuclear power in 
comparison to conventional sources is said to be one of the main advantages that 
speak for the use of nuclear power. We are to choose death because it is cheaper 
than expensive life. What alternative technologies are preferable at the moment in 
European Russia? 

 

“Economical” and information questions 
53. Political games in the former USSR lead to late informing of the population about 

the threat of radiation. Many people received high doses and died. How is 
population informed about the current radiation situation and about required 
measures of radiation protection? 

54.Will there be any psychological aid to the population subject to heavy stress?  

55.Is the exposure a basis for receiving insurance?  

56.Who will be a defendant in the claims of the affected people – NPP, Minatom or 
the state?  

57.Many people will need medical investigation, who will pay for all these 
investigations? 

58.Large sums of money are spent annually on liquidation of the consequences of 
Chernobyl accident. Where will our poverty-stricken country find the resources for 
long-term rehabilitation programs after the new accident, or will the taxpayers have 
to pay for this? 

59.Where can we get the information about current radiation situation in city N*, in 
village K*?  
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Simulated Broadcast messages  
 
 

SIMULATED BROADCAST MESSAGE # 1 
 
 
TO: Media Monitor 
 
 
TIME:  0930 
 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 

 
 
 
MESSAGE:  
 
This is a WAGT-TV Special Report. 
 
A major accident is reportedly in progress at the Savannah River Site in Aiken, S. C., 
where there has been a release of radioactive material from one of the SRS facilities.  
Although it is unconfirmed, it has been reported a release of radioactive material 
occurred when a 22-ton crane crashed into process pipes in the Outside Facility of H-
Canyon.  The pipes were severed.  It is not known at this time whether any SRS 
employees or local community residents will be evacuated or if there is a need for 
sheltering. 
 
Stay tuned to WAGT Channel 26 for more information. 
 
This is Roy Sims reporting live. 
 
This has been a WAGT-TV Special Report.  We will now join our regularly 
scheduled program already in progress. 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 
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SIMULATED BROADCAST MESSAGE # 2 

 
 
TO: Media Monitor 
 
 
TIME:  0935 
 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 

 
 
 
MESSAGE:  
 
This is a CNN Special Report. 
 
This just in from officials at the Savannah River Site in Aiken, S.C., where an 
emergency is in progress due to a crane accident and subsequent release of radioactive 
material.  Officials have declared a Site Area Emergency, which is next to the highest 
of four emergency classification levels.  We have been informed that the accident 
occurred around 8:00 this morning, resulting in damage to several overhead process 
lines.  One source said that a crane operator was injured and contaminated.  This crane 
operator is on his way to a local hospital for medical treatment. 
 
SRS has instructed onsite personnel to remain indoors and shut off ventilation for the 
next few hours.  SRS Officials are activating an information center and more 
information should be available within the hour. 
 
Stay tuned to CNN for more information, as we will be monitoring this situation 
throughout the morning. 
 
This is Wayne Smothers reporting live. 
 
 

THIS IS A DRILL 
 

DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 
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SIMULATED BROADCAST MESSAGE # 3 

 
 
TO: Media Monitor 
 
TIME:  0955 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 

 
 
MESSAGE:  
 
This is a WRDW-TV Special Report. 
 
An emergency was declared at the Savannah River Site in Aiken, S.C., at about 8:20 
this morning due an accident involving a crane.  The crane operator drove the 22-ton 
crane into some overhead process piping.  Several pipes were severed resulting in a 
radioactive material release.  The crane operator is the only injury being reported at 
this time.  Site personnel near the release have been placed in remain indoors 
protective action.  No precautionary measures have yet been issued for offsite 
residents living nearby. 
 
 
Stay tuned to WRDW Channel 12 for more information. 
 
This is Jack McLean reporting live. 
 
This has been a WRDW-TV Special Report.  We will now join our regularly 
scheduled program already in progress. 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 
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SIMULATED BROADCAST MESSAGE # 4 

 
 
TO: Media Monitor 
 
TIME:  1020 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 

 
 
MESSAGE:  
 
This is a WJBF-TV Special Report. 
 
Reports are coming in of a radioactive release at the Savannah River Site.  At 
approximately 8:00 this morning a crane crashed into overhead piping in the Outside 
Facility of H-Canyon.  The pipes were severed and contained radioactive material.   
Details are still sketchy at this point, but we know that emergency facilities have been 
activated and that the site declared a Site Area Emergency.   
 
Stay tuned to WJBF-TV Channel 6 for more information. 
 
This is Ted Adams reporting live. 
 
This has been a WJBF-TV Special Report.  We will now join our regularly scheduled 
program already in progress. 
 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 
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SIMULATED BROADCAST MESSAGE # 5 

 
TO: Media Monitor  
 
TIME:  1210   
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 

 
 
MESSAGE:  
 
This is an ABC News Special Report, Peter Jennings reporting live. 
 
ABC News has just learned that an accident is in progress at the Savannah River Site 
in Aiken, South Carolina, one of the key sites in the United States’ nuclear weapons 
complex.  The accident occurred when a crane operator crashed into some overhead 
piping causing a spill of radioactive material.  The crane operator was contaminated 
and suffering from a heart attack. He has been taken to a local hospital for treatment. 
 
At approximately 10:30 this morning, about two and one-half hours after the crane 
accident, a Nuclear Incident Monitor alarmed warning personnel that a nuclear 
criticality occurred. The radiological release is currently classified as a Site Area 
Emergency, which is second highest of four possible emergency classifications in the 
Department of Energy complex. 
 
A news conference is scheduled later this afternoon and ABC will be broadcasting 
live from the Savannah River Site. 
 
Stay tuned to ABC for more information, as we will be monitoring this situation 
throughout the day. 
 
This is Peter Jennings reporting live from Washington.  We will now join our 
regularly scheduled program already in progress. 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 
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SIMULATED BROADCAST MESSAGE # 6 
 
TO: Media Monitor  
 
TIME:  1235    
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 

 
 
MESSAGE:  
 
This is a CNN Special Report. 
 
The crane accident that caused a spill of radioactive material at the Savannah River 
Site in Aiken, S.C. earlier this morning resulted in an airborne and liquid release.  One 
source said the material spilled was not a threat to off site personnel.  A Nuclear 
Incident Monitor did alarm at approximately 10:30 this morning due to the spill of 
enriched plutonium that may result in contamination of offsite personnel. 
 
Stay tuned to CNN for more information. 
 
This is Wayne Smothers reporting live. 
 
We will now join our regularly scheduled program already in progress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 
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SIMULATED BROADCAST MESSAGE # 7 
 
 
TO: Media Monitor 
 
TIME:  1255 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 

 
 
MESSAGE:  
 
This is a CBS News Special Report. 
 
This is Wayne Roberts reporting from New York where we have learned that a 
radioactive spill  has occurred at the Savannah River Site, just south of Aiken, South 
Carolina.  It has been confirmed that a crane crashed into overhead piping causing the 
release of radioactive material.    It has been reported that the crane operator is at a 
local hospital being treated for severe chest pains.  A Nuclear Incident Monitor did 
alarm; however, it has not been confirmed if a criticality did occur. Monitoring teams 
have been dispatched to the area. 
 
Stay tuned to CBS for more information, as we will be monitoring this situation 
throughout the day. 
 
This is Wayne Roberts reporting live. 
 
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 
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SIMULATED ARTICLE IN A NEWSPAPER OF WIDE CIRCUALTION  
 

TO: Media Monitor 
 
TIME:  1055, (in 30 hours after the accident)  
 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 

 
DO NOT initiate actions affecting normal site operations. 

 
 
How Many Heads Will Our Children Have? 
 
Yesterday another radiation catastrophe happened. This time it is the Smolenskaya 
NPP. 
  
The fire broken out at the second power unit of NPP destroyed the myth of the atomic 
mafia as regards the NPPs’ safety. Even now, as 17 years ago in Chernobyl, the 
RosEnergoAtom officials keep all the information of the catastrophe as sealed with 
seven seals and suppress facts from the public of the actual threat to life and health for 
millions of the Russians. Meanwhile, in the first hours of the Chernobyl tragedy tens 
of people died; more than a million became invalids for the whole life and tens 
millions of people were left without a roof over their head.  It has been impossible to 
count the losses up to now. According to the estimates of the Fund to defend the 
aggrieved persons from radiation accidents, the direct loss from the catastrophe makes 
up 40 billion dollars and even our offspring will not be able to count the consequential 
loss.  In the opinion of the academician Yablokov, an eminent ecologist, “the nuclear 
century has taken off 2 billion lifes”.  
 
Our part-time correspondents have taken measures in the villages of 
Sosnovka/Marianovka located in the 10-km zone of the Smolenskaya NPP. The 
radiation exceeds 120 times the permissible values for the man’s safety. Taking the 
advice of the relatives working at the NPP, the inhabitants themselves begin to take 
actions to save their lives. Those who have personal transport run away, having left 
their houses and animals. The rest have locked themselves up in the houses and cellars 
and do not rely on the state’s help.  
 
The overall infromation coming from the formal sources is scrappy and contradictory. 
The press-centre representative assured our correspondent that the incident at the 
Smolenskaya NPP was of local nature and did not represent any threat to the 
population’s life and health. At the same time, the NPP specialists assert that the 
radiation cloud has covered the whole Desnogorsky district. While the officials decide 
what to tell us and what to keep back, the number of actual or potential victims 
increases. When will we have a frank response to the question: “How many heads will 
our children have?”  
 
G.Pronitsatelny and B.Pitomnyk, “MK” special correspondents 

 
THIS IS A DRILL 
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Questions from members of the public  

Doses and Health 
60. Can various indispositions (headache, weakness, drowsiness, etc) be the 

symptoms of exposure? 

61. Are there any special analyses that are used to determine the received exposure 
dose? 

62. Is the dose received as a result of the accident instant, or it is constantly 
increasing? 

63. Where can we buy a personal dosimeter? Can we use a leakage meter for 
microwave ovens (ultrahigh frequency energy density flow meter)? 

64. I always thought that radiation affects all the people in the same way, and if the 
dose received was high there is no chance to survive, but I heard on the radio that 
not all people that receive the same dose develop cancer. My mother already had 
breast cancer. Can this raise the risk of development of radiation-caused cancer? 
Should not she move to a safer place? 

65. A scientist who was on TV in the news at 15:00, recommended to use respirators 
to prevent inhaling radioactive iodine. What kind of respirators should be used? 
May be it is better to use a gas-mask? 

66. Is the radiation more dangerous for children than for adults? Should elderly people 
take iodine pills? Can I give my pills to my grandchild? 

67. What should pregnant women in the contaminated area do? How high is the risk 
to give birth to a child with abnormities?  

68. Can pregnant women take iodine pills? How should a pill be given to an infant? 
What are the contra-indications for KI medicines? 

69. It is said that radioactive iodine is removed from the body with milk, and the 
infants can no longer be breastfed. Should we use artificial feeding or there are 
other methods? 

70. Is the radiation equally dangerous for men and women? What organs should be 
protected in the first place? 

71. Here in village Z*, there are no iodine pills that were spoken about on the radio. 
What should we do? Everybody knew that the reactor is a potential threat why 
were not the residents of the area of danger properly supplied?  

72. Our family used to live in Gomel. Could we develop immunity to radiation? 

73. My dosimeter shows 30 microRoentgen/hour. How can I evaluate the risk to die 
from cancer (or other sickness caused by radiation) using the readings of a 
dosimeter?  

74. If I will suffer from cancer in several years how can I find out that it was 
radiation-caused? Is there a developed procedure to find this out? 

75. It is said that low doses of radiation not only are not harmful, but are also good for 
organism. Is this opinion scientifically justified? 
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76. There were a lot of reports that thousands of liquidators died in agony following 
the Chernobyl accident. Our son is participating in emergency works; will this 
also be his fate? 

 

Food 
77. We live in village Z* and we buy milk products from private farms. Can we 

“catch” radiation through milk?  

78. Local cows are fed on the pastures which are monitored for radiation; their milk is 
used on a local milk processing factory. Is there any guarantee that pasteurized 
milk from the factory is not radioactive?  

79. Where the residents of town K* can by food the purity of which is guaranteed? 

80. Is it safe to buy fruit and vegetables at the market in town J*? Can the food grown 
in the private garden be used? Will it be safe to eat fresh fruit in the next year 
without special treatment? How can we find out if the food is contaminated 

81.Are vegetables grown in greenhouses in village D* contaminated?  

82.My husband is a fan of fishing, and we are used to eating fresh fish from N* pond. 
Is it dangerous now after the accident?  

 

Radiation situation 
83. All my neighbors feel bad after the accident: they have headache, insomnia, high 

blood pressure. Without any doubt it is because of radiation. Where should we call 
to send for room deactivation service?  

84.At what distance from the damaged NPP a person can be sure of his safety? 

85.Is the radioactive cloud a compact one, can we outpace it and move to a safe 
place? 

86.Yesterday, when the accident happened we were at our dacha. My wife sent the 
children to the cellar and does not allow them to go out for the second day. When 
can we let the children out? 

87.We were told to close all doors and windows and not to go out and open the doors 
until the special signal. How can we get the iodine pills in this case? 

88.What will happen to the birds? Do they spread radiation? Can birds die of excess 
exposure? 

89.Our dog has run away from us, we live in village K*. When it returns it will 
probably be radioactive, how should we deactivate it? 

90.Can we use water from the river V* to water our garden? 

91.I work in settlement S*, on the day of the accident the wind was blowing from the 
damaged power plant. However, nobody measured radiation here. Why? 

92.My fields are 30 km to the * of the damaged NPP. How should I protect my grain 
harvest? 
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93.I live in town L*. People stopped buying milk and vegetables in my shop because 
of the accident. However, the specialists did not find any radiation. Please, 
broadcast that this is safe! 

94.On the day of the accident I was on road M*, when I reached the police post I was 
told that my car is contaminated and I will have to leave it. Where should I present 
the bill for the material and moral losses that I suffered, to Minatom or to the 
court?  

95. At our farm we have a herd of piglets. How should we protect them from the 
radiation? 

96.I live in town N*, on the day of the accident I bought tomatoes in a greengrocer 
shop nearby. Today I found out that the truck that carried these tomatoes passed 
near the power plant soon after the accident. We have already eaten some of the 
tomatoes. What will happen to us? 

97.We were told that the radioactive cloud passed right above our settlement N*. 
Should we wash our house, windows etc and what should we use to wash away the 
radiation? 

98.I live in village N*. People from Greenpeace carried out measurements near our 
house and they said that “the dose rate is two times higher than the background,” 
but recently it was announced that there is no danger. The situation may have 
changed, please send specialists here to check everything one more time! 

99.I am calling you from the police post (highway E*). They will not let my car pass. 
When the signal for sheltering was issued I was in the shop at the gas station at 
crossroads*. And now I need to get home. How can I get there and what will 
happen to my car? 

100.I am calling from N*. We have a smell of iodine in our house. Is this caused by 
radiation?   

101. I live in village K*. I went Smolensk to meet my girl. I brought her flowers. But 
she won’t meet me because I might be contaminated. Is this true? 

102.I am the owner of a garage which is near the NPP. This place is in evacuation 
area. What will happen to my property? 

103. I am going from N* to H*. I need to get there as fast as possible, my mother is 
ill. When the traffic will be able to go by highway E*? What roads offer safe by-
pass? 

104.We were ordered to shelter in our houses. We are sitting here for three hours 
already. When may we go out? 

105. I was indented to spend my vacation in my native village P* in S* District. How 
dangerous is to take children there now after the accident?  
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APPENDIX 2. Organization of Work of Telephone 
Response Team at the Savannah River Site  
[Source:  Manual: 6Q15.2/.5  PUBLIC INFORMATION Procedure: EPIP 6Q-600, 
Rev. 11 Effective Date: 4/22/02 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES,  92 pages] 
 

WSRC EMERGENCY INFORMATION SPECIALIST CHECKLIST 
 
1. Upon arrival: 

a. Advise WSRC Public Information Coordinator in Command Room of your 

assumption of duties. 

b. Obtain a status on the situation from the WSRC Public Information 

Coordinator. 

c. Begin keeping log of events. 

2. As telephone response team members arrive, report status to WSRC Public 

Information Coordinator. 

3. Contact the SRS telephone operator and instruct that all inquiries about the 

emergency and all calls from the media be transferred to the roll-over telephone 

number used by the Telephone Response Team; provide operator with number. 

4. Brief telephone response team members on: 

a. Information that can be released and the sources of releasable information: 

i. SRS News Releases 

ii. State, County, Georgia Power Company/Southern Nuclear 

iii. Operating Company, etc., News Releases 

iv. Text of EAS Messages 

v. Public Information Brochure 

vi. News Media Information Packets used in the JIC 

vii. News conference summaries 

b. News conferences at JIC: 

i. scheduled times of news conferences 

ii. end of news conferences 

iii. next scheduled news conferences 

c.  If written material is unavailable at onset of emergency, prepare response for 

Telephone Response Team members to answer inquiries from public and 

confirm contents of response with the Public Information Coordinator. 
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i. Information provided should be limited to the following: 

 Type of emergency, radiological, chemical or other 

 If RADIOLOGICAL ONLY, provide classification of Alert, Site 

Area Emergency or General Emergency 

 Location of event 

 Time and date of event 

 Brief description of event 

d. Importance of closing out commitments (i.e., call backs, etc.) and logging 

information needed to reconstruct response actions or perform shift turnover. 

e. Availability of resources in the EOC to provide information for Telephone 

Response Team members. 

i. Lists of contacts and telephone numbers are available in the 

Emergency Telephone Directory and on a computer data base. 

f. Availability of a Human Resources Telephone Response Team Member to 

respond to employee-related queries beyond the scope of available 

information (pay, benefits, etc.). 

5. Designate members of Telephone Response Team to perform the following: 

i. Refer to ETD for contact names and telephone numbers. 

a. Contact governmental officials and provide periodic updates. 

b. Contact Morrison-Knudsen/BNFL corporate officials and provide periodic 

updates. 

c. Contact news media; provide initial news release and subsequent updates 

until JIC is activated. 

6. Contact media monitoring staff in Bldg. 705-A. 
NOTE: If no response, telecopy Media Monitor Instructions to telecopier located 

in Bldg. 705-A and include the telephone number where you may be reached. 
49 

a. Provide briefing on emergency status. 

b. Provide telephone number where you can be reached and EOC telecopier 

number that media monitoring staff may use to telecopy transcripts of news 

reports. 
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c. Request that you be notified when news media initially begin reporting SRS 

event-related information and any significant broadcasts or apparent errors in 

reporting thereafter. 

d. Confirm telecopier number and telecopy the Media Monitor Instructions to 

the media monitoring staff. 

7. When the Emergency Alerting System (EAS) is activated: 

a. Request copies of the scripts of EAS messages, if available, from state 

representatives in the Command Room and provide to Assistant for 

distribution. 

i. If copies of EAS messages are not available from the State 

spokesperson, request tapes of the broadcasts from the media monitoring 

staff; dispatch a runner to 705-A to obtain the tapes. 

b. Advise Public Information Coordinator of content of all EAS messages. 

8. Ensure the media monitoring staff and Telephone Response Team Members 

receive copies of: 

 SRS news releases 

 Offsite agency (state, county, Georgia Power 

Company/Southern Nuclear Operating Company, etc.) news 

releases 

 Text of all EAS messages 

 News conference summaries 

 Public Information Brochure 

 News Media Information Packets used in the JIC 

9. As the event progresses, consider obtaining augment staff to assist the media 

monitoring staff at 705-A and the Telephone Response Team Members, as 

necessary. 

10. Ensure media monitoring staff is kept informed of any protective actions issued 

for personnel located in Building 705-A and any decisions to relocate the EOC 

to the alternate facility in Aiken. 

11. Report persistent rumors and misinformation to the Public Information 

Coordinator. 

12. If a shift change turnover is required, ensure all pertinent data is discussed with 

your replacement, including any work assignments beyond this checklist. 

13. When the EOC is deactivated: 



a. Perform actions identified in Paragraph 5.6, Deactivation, of this procedure. 

b. Advise the SRS telephone operator that telephone service should return to 

normal operations. 

c. Contact the Media Monitor at 705-A and request him/her to report to the 

Emergency Information Room for response actions critique. 
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WSRC TELEPHONE RESPONSE TEAM CHECKLIST 
 
1. Upon arrival: 

a. Advise Emergency Information Specialist of your assumption of duties. 

b. Obtain a status on the situation from the Emergency Information Specialist. 

c. Begin keeping log of events. 

2. Based on assignments made by the Emergency Information Specialist, make the 

following notifications, using the lead-in statement and/or additional 

information from the Emergency Information Specialist as follows: 

“This is (state your name) at the Savannah River Site in Aiken, South Carolina. An 
event (state type) was declared at (time) on (date) . We will provide you with further 
updates as information becomes available. Thank you. 

 
 

3

NOTE: Keep calls brief and to the point. Advise that additional information 
will be provided through subsequent news releases and/or conferences. 
i. Contacts and telephone numbers are listed in Emergency 

Telephone Directory available in hardcopy. 

a. Notify governmental officials of initial news release and provide subsequent 

updates. 

b. Notify Westinghouse and Bechtel corporate officials as listed of initial news 

release and provide subsequent updates. 

c. Notify news media of initial news release and provide subsequent updates 

until JIC is activated. 

. Respond to all incoming calls with available approved-for-release information; 

also refer callers to EAS system stations as listed in Attachment 1, Local 

Emergency Alerting System Stations. 

i. SRS News Releases 

ii. State, County, Georgia Power Company/Southern Nuclear 

Operating Company, etc., News Releases 

iii. Text of EAS Messages 

iv. Public Information Brochure 

v. News Media Information Packets used in the JIC 

vi. News Conference Summaries 
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4. Based on incoming calls, report persistent rumors and misinformation to the 

Emergency Information Specialist. 

5. Log all outgoing calls and incoming calls that are unusual in nature or should be 

documented. Indicate all calls that should be returned and return them with 

appropriate response. 

6. As questions arise: 

i. that require a generic, non-incident related response that is not 

available from sources in the Emergency Information Room, discuss with 

the Emergency Information Specialist the availability of resources in the 

EOC to provide information. 

 Use the Emergency Telephone Directory to locate contacts and 

telephone numbers. 

ii. involving non-incident employee-related queries beyond the scope 

of available information, refer the call to the Human Resources 

Telephone Response Team Member (e.g., pay; benefits; etc.). 

7. If a shift change turnover is required, review log sheets and ensure all pertinent 

data is discussed with your replacement, including any work assignments 

beyond this checklist. 

8. When the EOC is deactivated, perform actions identified in Paragraph 5.6, 

Deactivation, of this procedure. 
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